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I am honored to be on the panel this afternoon to discuss the winning and losing

strategies for oil service companies as we move into the final four years of the 20th

Century. There is no question that when we look back five years from now on how the

oil service industry performed, there will clearly be some real winners and some obvious

losers. There almost always is in any industry. Whether any of my observations of what

will frame the success factors for the winners over the next five years turns out to be

correct will be but another factor we can gauge when the ONS conference meets in late

August 2000.

The safest start for my remarks today is to proclaim an obvious fact - any oil service

company that is in existence today has been a winner so far. Merely surviving the great

oilfield depression that lasted for almost a decade and a half was no small feat. While

no one has done an accurate count of the final survival rate, of what clearly ranks as

one of the greatest industrial collapses of all time, we know a lot of good companies did

not make the cut. And, for the executives of the companies that were created after the

great depression began, just having the courage to start a business in such bad times

qualifies you as a winner too.

Slide 1: The Oil Service Shakeout (Total Companies 88)

Let's start with a review of the universe of 88 oil service companies that were publicly

traded in the U.S. markets at the end of 1981. When this snapshot was taken, these 88

companies had enjoyed perhaps the strongest growth experienced by any industrial

sector in the world during the previous decade, with compound growth in earnings of

over 30 percent per annum and an increase in equity values of close to 20-fold between

1970 and the end of 1981.

Slide 2: The Oil Service Shakeout (Total Companies Still Traded: 39)

Here are the survivors of this list. A mere 32 of the 88 companies stayed in the public

arena throughout this extremely difficult era, though about ten others disappeared and

then re-emerged as a new public entity at a later time. As you look at this shakeout,

also remember that the public companies tended to be the strongest part of the oil



service universe. For the remaining population of some 1,500 privately held oil service

firms or divisions of larger companies, the failure rate was far higher.

Slide 3: Active Rig Count

What created such a massive failure rate was a huge collapse in the need to drill and

complete new wells, as demand for oil and gas fell and new daily supply was coming

onstream as a result of the great exploration and development boom of the 1970's. The

best proxy for the overall decline is the Baker Hughes rig count. The U.S., the world's

single largest drilling market, shown on the left and the rigs drilling throughout the rest of

the world are geographically displayed on the right.

In case you cannot eyeball the extent of the decline, the U.S. drop totaled over

85 percent. This is like experiencing a drop in the current Dow Jones average of 4,800

points!

Outside the U.S., the decline was only enormous versus catastrophic as drilling fell only

by about 45 percent from its early 1980's highs. This is merely a drop of what the U.S.

steel and automobile industries experienced during the Great Depression.

What made these collapses even more painful was three-fold. First, they came on

suddenly. In fact, the record high day of new drilling throughout the world happened on

the last day of 1981, and many drilling markets have only seen continuous declines

during this long and painful 15V2 years. Second, the collapse came with no warning.

Even months after the collapse began, most credible energy forecasters were still

predicting that long-term oil prices would still reach $50 to $100 per barrel with an

attendant rig count of at least 10,000. Third, the industry did not have the luxury of even

one or two week's of plateau once drilling reached its high water mark. It merely peaked

one day and then violently began to collapse.

Not every part of the industry declined as abruptly as most land based E&P activities.

The offshore, for instance, had a better 1982 than it did in 1981 before offshore activities

also began to unravel.
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Ultimately, the worldwide drilling downturn became universal, though, and at one painful

quarter or two in late 1986/early 1987, not one single company in the entire universe of

U.S. publicly traded oil service firms was making money. In fact, most were also losing

cash from operations before interest payments, taxes or capital expenditures. The

entire industry was on the verge of insolvency.

Slide 4; Oil Service Industry Recovery

To illustrate the financial collapse and subsequent recovery of the oil service industry, I

have taken the results of a representative group of 13 oil service firms in 1981, 1986,

1990 and the trailing twelve months ending this past June.

At their peak, this group had revenues of $25 billion and brought $3 billion to the bottom

line. While their combined cash flow totaled $4.3 billion, they spent almost $4 billion of

this revenue on new capital investments to fuel continued expansion. Five years later,

the revenues from these same 13 companies had fallen to $15 billion and the group lost

$700 million. This was not the worst though, as many of these companies had relatively

strong first half results. If you could take their performance for the last half of 1986 and

the first half of 1987, the losses had probably doubled.

By 1990, the recovery had begun - almost entirely through consolidation and

downsizing. During the past 12 months, these 13 companies were finally generating

more revenues than they did in 1981. While their combined net income of $1.7 billion is

still only 55 percent of peak 1981 earnings, their cash flows of $3.5 billion are 81 percent

of their peak cash flows. If you take the cash flows net of capital expenditures, the

$1.2 billion is 2.4 times greater than the net cash flows in 1981.

Perhaps the most impressive statistic from this chart is the "revenues per active rig," as

the worldwide rig count fell throughout this period. However, this group of 13 companies

created a four-fold growth in revenues per rig!
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Slide 5: 1996 Universe Of U.S. Listed Public Upstream Oil Service Companies

Another sign of the oil service industry's strong recovery is the current universe of oil

service companies that are publicly traded in the U.S. Curiously, the list looks a lot like

the original list at the end of 1981. In fact, in sheer numbers, it is close since there are

now 81 publicly traded companies in this group, despite a continuous shrinkage through

the consolidations still underway such as Hornbeck's acquisition by Tidewater last year

for over $300 million, Dual Drilling's acquisition by Ensco for over $400 million or

Nowsco Services' acquisition by BJ Services for over $500 million.

In this universe of 81 public companies today, 61 percent (or 49 companies) were either

spun off from some other entity or came public after the collapse began in post-1981.

Four are new entities created through a consolidation of a series of other companies

and only 28 rank as original survivors of the 1981 list.

What is also interesting about this list are the number of companies that were total start-

up ventures over the past ten years. Some of these companies include PGS, Seacor,

Numar, 3-D Geophysical and Falcon Drilling.

Slide 6; International Spread Of Public Oil Service Companies

In addition to this list of U.S. traded oil service companies, there is also a growing

number of strong publicly traded companies on the non-U.S. exchanges. There are

almost ten in Norway alone and over 20 in Canada.

Slide 7: Consolidation Has Created Growth For Some

What makes the remarkable recovery of the oil service industry so surprising is that it

came without the benefit of the two factors normally present for any successful company

to grow: activity increase and increased pricing. For almost the entire oil service

universe, neither factor has shaped the future, other than for the offshore drillers over

the past year.
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Today's successful oil service companies created their successes through a

combination of brutal downsizing. Companies like Baker Hughes, which had over

50,000 employees in 1981, are thriving today with only 16,000, or re-engineering over a

company's entire product line like Schlumberger, which expanded its services from a

one product company in wireline and testing to today's product offerings where the

company is a market leader in six high technology areas. However, the most powerful

tonic for recovery was consolidation. It created the most spectacular examples of how

to prosper in an otherwise ugly market.

As two of many remarkable success stories, look at Nabors Industries. Nabors

emerged from its second bankruptcy in early 1987 with revenues of less than

$30 million, which were generated by a strong but tiny land drilling operation primarily in

Alaska. Through seven major acquisitions and a score of other smaller additions,

Nabors now has revenues that are almost 20 times greater than a decade ago and a

market value of $2.2 billion, which is 43 times greater than its $51 million market

capitalization in 1987.

Another success story is Noble Drilling. Ten years ago, the company, headed by a

Chairman who was determined to grow his way out of the horrible drilling market, was

primarily a small land-based drilling company that had two offshore rigs. Today, Noble's

revenues of $630 million are also 20 times larger than in 1987, and its market

capitalization of $1.5 billion is 27 times greater than 1987 levels.

In the face of such stunning success stories, there are also some glaring examples of

former industry leaders who decided not to risk expansion or ignored the benefits of

consolidation and now find themselves far behind the new aggressive consolidation-

driven industry leaders. Again, there are almost always winners and losers in any

industry. The differences became even more exaggerated, though, during the violent

collapse the oil service industry suffered through for so long.

What has made the oil service industry's recovery even more powerful is that it came

without the benefit of the two factors that normally help successful companies thrive:
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activity growth and price increases. For most oil service companies over the past 15

years, neither of these ingredients were possible.

Look closely at almost any drilling arena in the world and you see the same story:

current activity is steady and higher than all-time lows in some markets, but few have

seen any significant net growth for the last ten years.

Examine the pricing for almost all ingredients necessary to drill and complete a well

anywhere in the world, with the exception of offshore equipment during the past year,

and you will find that every participant has followed the same pricing policy: 1981 list

prices that were then heavily discounted. There is probably no other important market

in the world that has not passed on a significant price increase in almost 15 years.

Slide 8: Hydrocarbon Demand On The March

What will make life much easier for most oil service company executives is that we are

finally entering a new era where both the missing success factors will return: activity

growth and price increases.

The reason both factors must return to the oil service industry is anchored around an

amazing tale of hydrocarbon demand that has been growing at close to an

unprecedented rate through over 90 percent of the world for the last decade. In doing

so, it has created the need for almost 25 million more barrels per day of oil and gas, and

in turn, has used up almost the entire vast amount of excess daily productive capacity

that made things so difficult over the past 15 years.

Total hydrocarbon growth worldwide looks slightly stagnant over the last decade, but is

almost entirely due to the great collapse in oil and gas demand in the Former Soviet

Union and Eastern Europe. If you look at the growth in worldwide oil and gas demand

from 1983 onward, with the exclusion of Eastern Europe and the FSU which now

account for less than 10 percent of total worldwide hydrocarbon demand, the added

25 million barrels of oil equivalent per day that we now consume versus what we needed

in 1983 translates into a 2.75 percent compound rate of growth over the past 12 years.
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And, an even higher 2.99 percent compound rate of growth over the past five years

continues to accelerate.

When you unbundle how and why the growth in oil and gas consumption was so high, it

came from almost everywhere except Eastern Europe and the FSU. However, even

these two areas show signs of finally turning the corner. Eastern Europe, for instance,

has now enjoyed net demand increases in three out of the last four years.

In the OECD, the growth in hydrocarbon demand totaled 1.7 percent from 1983 through

the end of 1995 and accelerated to 2.2 percent over the past five years. Shift to the

developing countries and see that their 12-year demand growth rate totaled 5.1 percent

per annum and has jumped to 5.5 percent from 1991 through the end of 1995.

Slide 9: Sample Of Per Capita Hydrocarbon Demand

What makes the case for a continuation of these growth rates so compelling is to

examine the growth not in total volume but by sampling per capita growth on a

country-by-country basis. I have grouped a series of countries-by-category beginning

with a group of hydrocarbon guzzlers. Look at them on a country-by-country basis and

all not only grew, but also jumped on a per capita basis between 1985 and 1990 and

1994. Now, shift to the group of low but rapidly growing countries such as South Korea,

Malaysia and Thailand. They are jumping, again, not in mere total volume of

hydrocarbon consumption, but more powerfully, on a constant per capita increase. This

shows that the case for a continued growth in demand becomes very persuasive.

Look at the numbers for South Korea, for instance, a country that consumed only

2 barrels of oil equivalent per capita per year as recently as 1970. Now, 15 years later,

their per capita consumption has more than doubled to 4.7 barrels of oil equivalent each

year. Five years later, the number had doubled once again and four years later, South

Korea's consumption of oil and gas has increased another 7 barrels of oil equivalent per

person. This brings the country's 24-year increase from 2 barrels per year to 16.2

barrels with three-quarters of this gain occurring in the past nine years.
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Finally, look at the economic demand from the three pigmy countries: Indonesia, China

and India. Of the three, only Indonesia has a demand number higher than Korea in

1970 and China, whose per capita oil and gas consumption has grown by 30 percent in

ten years, is still only 1 barrel per person each year. The only significant country with

lower demand is India who lags with seven-tenths of a barrel each year.

The only thing "non-pigmy" about these three countries is their population as the three,

in total, have 2.2 billion people, which is 40 percent of the entire globe.

Slide ten: Hydrocarbon Demand Model

Almost every published long-term forecast for future oil demand used lower percentage

increases than have actually occurred over the past five to ten years. Some even took

the extra time to roll in a long-term natural gas demand estimate, despite the lack of

solid reasoning why hydrocarbon demand is suddenly going to stop increasing at its

past rate. It is useful to at least model out the impact for the need for rapid increases in

drilling activity if the world extends the past growth in hydrocarbon for a few more years.

My demand model is not any bottoms up, nor is it a detailed forecast. It merely takes

the current 1995 base demand, divides it into three logical subsegments and takes a

reasonable growth case out over the next five years.

My growth model uses a 2.24 percent rate for the OECD countries, which simply

extends the actual growth from 1991 through 1994 out to the year 2000. We then

extend the demand growth from the long list of developing countries by the 5.5 percent

growth also experienced over the past five years. This simple model assumes that no

growth at all occurs throughout Eastern Europe and the FSU over the next five years,

but also assumes no further declines either.

In total, the sum of these three assumptions creates an additional call on new

hydrocarbon supply to meet the demand of 16.5 million barrels per day, raising the total

from 105 million barrels of oil equivalent in 1995 to 121.5 million barrels per day in 2000.
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This is a tidy sum of added daily production. Remember, though, that the model is not

complete because we have one final calculation to add to it: the depletion rate of the

existing base as the 105 million barrel per day base never stays flat for five years, it has

some rate of depletion.

Slide 11: Hydrocarbon Impact Of New Demand And Replacing Depleting Base

As far as I can tell, it has been years since anyone has tried to estimate a reasonable

guess for the worldwide blended depletion rate. It obviously varies on a field-by-field

basis, and there are some fields that produce for years before any real meaningful

depletion sets in while others deplete quickly.

One of the main reasons this topic has been ignored for so long is that depletion merely

helped eat through the massive amount of excess daily productive capacity over daily

demand for the past 15 years. To illustrate the power of this simple and final element of

our hydrocarbon model, I have used three possible figures: a 1 percent depletion rate,

3 percent depletion rate and finally, a 5 percent depletion rate.

By definition, a 1 percent rate means that the average oil and gas field has a 100-year

life, which obviously is not the case. A 5 percent rate means that an average field has a

20-year life. When you then add even the illusionary 1 percent rate to the 16.5 million

new barrels per day, the total jumps to almost 22 million barrels per day over the next

five years. At 5 percent, we need to replace close to 40 percent of the existing base.

To me, what is most interesting about these numbers is how fast the world needs to add

new daily production (even at a 1 percent depletion rate) and how unlikely it is that the

world could come close to adding supply to meet a 5 percent depletion rate. When you

see these staggering sums, remember they are created by merely extrapolating a

continuation of growth rates in oil and gas consumption that have been going on for

many years.

10
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What all these numbers highlight in spades, though, is the remarkable task ahead for

the worldwide oil service industry as the foot race begins to keep daily supply ahead of

the ever increasing daily demand.

Slide 12: "Turning On The Tap" Era Ending

It is also enlightening to step back and realize that we furnished about 60 percent of the

added hydrocarbon demand from 1983, when oil and gas consumption growth resumed

again through the end of 1995, by essentially turning the valves of excess capacity

found and ready for production back on. Only 40 percent came the hard way - by

drilling and completing new wells. Even this 40 percent had an artificial ring to it as the

cost to bring this new production onstream generally used the Oil Service Industry Price

Index: 1981 prices, again, which were heavily discounted. The further away from 1981

we got, the more unrealistic these prices became as any real measure of replacement

cost, which the world suddenly discovered about a year ago when the offshore drilling

market finally got close to 100 percent utilization and day rates soared.

As we head into the final 5 percent of the 20th Century, one of the few truisms the oil

and gas world has to deal with is that most of the excess capacity of daily deliverability

is now history. Soon, all added hydrocarbon supply will need to come the hard way - by

drilling new wells at costs that need to get back to real replacement cost levels.

It is hard to translate this into specific growth rates, but it does not take a rocket scientist

to understand that it takes a lot more money and considerably more time to drill a new

well than to turn a valve of existing capacity back on, especially when 40 percent

becomes 90 percent to 100 percent, which implies a growth rate far in excess of what

almost any energy economist has in his or her model.

Slide 13; The Oil Service Bubble Evaporates

One of the great ironies of the current oil and gas environment is that all the bubbles are

disappearing at the same time. Just as the massive worldwide oil bubble is finally

11
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ending and the North American natural gas bubble has become history, the oil service

bubble is also evaporating.

While a lot of attention has been focused on the tight supply/demand of floating rigs,

which suddenly came into equilibrium only 12 months ago, look at almost every reported

supply/demand equation throughout every aspect of the oil service industry (where units

are counted). The tight supply/demand extends far beyond just rigs.

The worldwide seismic count now shows only a 6 percent idle capacity, a big change

from over 50 percent idle crews ten years ago. Look at Gulf of Mexico supply boats

which now enjoy 100 percent utilization for the first time in 15 years.

Furthermore, while some mistakenly believe that the chronic rig shortage is limited to

just the deepwater rigs or the floaters and drillships, pay close attention to the fact that

the worldwide offshore rig supply shows only a 12 percent idle capacity. Most of these

units are either in shipyards being upgraded or have not worked for up to ten years,

indicating they are really the unit of last resort.

What is also interesting to contemplate is what the supply/demand relationship is for the

rest of the oil service industry that never gets counted. There is no count for drill pipe

capacity, let alone pumping and wireline units, wellheads, BOP's and the many other

units that become necessary ingredients to expand our ability to add millions of barrels

of hydrocarbon supply each year.

Slide 14: Age Of The Current Fleets

Based on the assumption that hydrocarbon demand continues to grow, which seems

almost a certainty, and assuming we find a way to keep daily supply in pace with the

growth in demand, we are clearly entering an era where the entire asset base of the oil

service industry needs to be expanded - possibly at quite dramatic rates.

This expansion comes at the time when some portion of the existing base also clearly

needs to start being replaced. Look, for instance, at the current age of the offshore

12
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drilling fleet and note that 41 of the 143 semisubmersibles in the world (29 percent) were

built prior to 1975. At some stage, every one of these rigs needs to be retired and a

new rig built in its place. Or, look at the 53 jackup rigs that are now over 20 years old.

In both types of offshore rigs, almost half of the existing units were built prior to 1980.

Shift to the supply boat fleet and look at the age of the vessels registered with the

American Bureau of Shipping. Of the 1,373 vessels, 261 were built prior to 1975 with

another 415 boats added between 1975 and 1980.

Another reality of today's oil service industry is that few new assets have been added

throughout the entire industry in the past decade and a half. With only a handful of

exceptions, no new plants have been added, and few new working units ranging from

seismic to workover rigs have been built. If you examine these figures for our offshore

fleet, note that only 40 of 527 rigs (8 percent of the fleet) have been added in the last

ten years.

Slide 15; Illustration Of Replacement Economics

As the industry begins the arduous process of expanding its asset base while also

beginning to replace the existing asset base, the price of all services rendered and

equipment used must resemble replacement costs. This means that almost every cost

of drilling and completing a new well has to rise. Let me illustrate what these cost

pressures mean by using a 250 ft. Gulf of Mexico jackup rig as an example.

SLIDE 16: Illustration Of Operating Leverage

Today, this rig has a value of about $22 million and its day rate is $25,000. This

generates a handsome 23 percent return on the $22 million investment, a far cry better

than the economics of this same rig a year ago when its day rate was about two-thirds

of that number, and is infinitely better than two or three years ago when the rig received

less than its out-of-pocket cash costs.

13
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The problem with this day rate is that it does not even begin to generate enough profit to

justify a replacement rig. Assuming a new rig cost of $55 million, which is likely to be

conservative, the day rate needs to rise to $41,000 or an increase of 65 percent. This is

just a plug figure to generate a 20 percent pre-tax return on the investment assuming a

25-year life of the asset, a 95 percent utilization rate and a 3 percent escalation of

revenues and costs. If 95 percent utilization seems too optimistic for the rig owner and

an 85 percent rate is used, the day rate needs to increase by 84 percent to justify a new

built rig.

Slide 17: New Era Management Challenges

The past 15 years have been one of the greatest challenges ever posed to the

managers of the oil service business. Few industry's have ever experienced such a

wicked decline. As the industry embarks on the new era of expansion and growth,

everyone will superficially appear a lot smarter than they looked in the past. Nothing

helps an executive look smarter than rising profits. However, beware of getting too

smug in this new era as it poses a variety of new challenges that will ultimately sort out

a new set of winners and losers, just as the survival era did.

Let me list only a few of the challenges, which are in no particular order:

Everyone will face people limitations. Few companies had the luxury of recruiting young

managers into their businesses during the last decade, and there are a surprising

number of oil service companies with senior management retiring at the end of this year.

This list includes companies such as Dresser, Baker Hughes and Halliburton. In most

cases, the new leadership has come from within management ranks, but, in almost

every case, this next generation had been onboard 15 years ago when the great

depression first began.

The significant management gap is due to the new talent added in the past 15 years.

Companies have switched from a mindset of downsizing to expansion, which has

resulted in a lack of any deep bench of management talent and has challenged almost

everyone.

14
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Next comes the problems of expanding the work force. During the 1996 OTC, Dennis

Heagney, the present IADC Chairman, listed the drilling industry's single biggest

challenge as finding competent rig hands and commented that finding workers who are

literate is becoming a struggle.

Balancing asset growth with the proper financial conservatism will be another major

management challenge. As the markets tighten and rates improve, it will be very

tempting for companies to start building new assets with no firm contracts. Some of this

in the early stages might even be healthy, given the need for such massive replacement

and expansion, but ultimately this new cycle will peak and go through another era of

decline. A lot of companies will be trapped in the new building cycle. These trends

always happen.

There is also the danger of postponing expansion, which carries its own set of risks. As

the cost of replacing oil service assets starts to rise, it will also be tempting for many of

the conservative management teams to postpone expansion. After World War II,

Montgomery Ward and Sears were tied as the leading all purpose stores in the U.S.

Sears gambled on a booming U.S. economy and expanded to meet this market, while

Montgomery Ward's chairman sensed a major economic reversal and pulled in the

company's horns. A decade later, Sears was so dominate in its market and

Montgomery Ward so weak that many did not even identify the two as real competitors.

A similar risk awaits the "too cautious" oil service company.

Finding a way to cope with this needed expansion while also increasing the technology

boom will pose a new set of challenges. The technology boom was strangely fueled by

the great depression, which forced companies to find new ways to bring down costs. As

these forces reverse, it is imperative that acceleration continues in the technology

advances that our oil service industry has created.

Finally, there is a great risk as the industry moves into this new era, that the movement

towards strategic alliances between oil service companies and their customers will begin

to wane or even disappear as the real and meaningful supply of all key oil services

15
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becomes tighter and tighter, and prices begin their inevitable rise back towards real

replacement costs. This is when real partnering becomes even more important, but the

anger and unhappiness of the customers might bring the entire concept to a halt. If this

occurs, everyone becomes a loser, which would be tragic.

Let me conclude my remarks this afternoon by illustrating how powerful the future

operating leverage is for the oil service industry as we move into this new era and finally

enjoy the twin benefit of activity increases and pricing improvement.

If you take the current universe of publicly traded oil service companies that we

reviewed a few minuets ago (who now generate $2.4 billion of net income on $48 billion

of revenues) and model the impact of a 10 percent activity increase coupled with a

15 percent pricing improvement, their revenues jump to almost $60 billion. This is a net

income increase by 240 percent to $8.2 billion.

This future leverage will be realized by the winners in the oil service industry. In fact,

the big winners will do far better. This remarkable potential is also why the oil service

equities have been so strong over the past year and have the potential to become one

of the great growth stock industries as we close out the 20th Century with perhaps the

strongest fundamentals ever impacting the oil service industry. The whole fundamental

story is simply based on a continuation of the remarkable growth in hydrocarbon

demand.

The one certainty about the next few years is that there will probably be a lot more

winners than losers as the wind finally turns into the sails of the industry.
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Universe Of 1981 Public Oil Service Companies
Total Companies = 88

Alpine Geo.
Amarco Res.
Anderson Green
Flame
Monument
National Valve
Ol Corp.
Peerless Mfg.
Posi Seai
Seal Fleet
Tetra
Tucker Drilling
Valtec

Banister
Berry Industries
Digicon
Drillers
Jamesbury
Mark Controls
Mark Products
Matagorda Drilling
Offshore Logistics
Peninsula
Petroleum Heli.
Ratliff Drilling
Seiscom Delta
Service Fracturing
Stewart & Stev.
Struthers Wells
Team
Transcontinental

Atwood
Aztec Mfg.
Blocker Energy
Buttes Gas & Oil
Cameo
Core Labs
Daniel Industries
Dreco Energy
Duriron
Galv. Houston
Kenai
MGF Oil
Nowsco
Nucorp Energy
Oceaneering
Pengo Industries
Production Ops.
Raymond Intl.
Teleco Oil Fields
Trico
Unit

Anglo Energy
Crutcher
Keystone Intl.
Lufkin
Moran Energy
Newpark
Nicklos Oil & Gas
Petroleum Equip.
Varco
Weatherford
Westburne Intl.

Gearhart
Geosource
Global Marine
Joy Mfg.
Parker
Petrolite
R&B
Rowan
Tidewater
Zapata

Big Three
Cameron Iron
Cooper
Helm. & Payne
McDermott
Santa Fe Intl.
Sedco
Smith Intl.
Western Co. N.A.

Baker Intl.
Dresser
Halliburton
Hughes Too!
Ocean Drilling
Schlumberger

<$50 <$100 <$200 <$500 <$1,000 <$2,000 >$2,000

Market Capitalization (Millions)

SIMMONS & COMPANY
INTERNATIONAL



i! Service Shakeout
Universe Of 1981 Public Oil Service Companies

Alpine Geo.
Amarco Res.
Anderson Green
Flame
Monument
National Valve
01 Corp.*
Peerless Mfg.*
Posi Seal
Seal Fleet*
Tetra*
Tucker Drilling*
Valtec

Total Not Still Traded = 49

Banister
Berry Industries
Digicon*
Drillers*
Jamesbury
Mark Controls
Mark Products
Matagorda Drilling
Offshore Logistics*
Peninsula
Petroleum Heli.*
Ratliff Drilling
Seiscom Delta
Service Fracturing
Stewart & Stev.*
Struthers Wells
Team*
Transcontinental

Atwood*
Aztec Mfg.*
Blocker Energy
Buttes Gas & Oil
Cameo*
Core Labs
Daniel Industries*
Dreco Energy*
Duriron*
Galv. Houston
Kenai
MGF Oil
Nowsco
Nucorp Energy
Oceaneering*
Pengo Industries
Production Ops.*
Raymond Intl.
Teleco Oil Fields
Trico
Unit*

Anglo Energy
Crutcher
Keystone Intl.*
Lufkin*
Moran Energy
Newpark*
NicklosOil & Gas
Petroleum Equip.
Varco*
Weatherford*
Westburne Intl.

Gearhart
Geosource
Global Marine*
Joy Mfg.
Parker*
Petrolite*
R&B*
Rowan*
Tidewater*
Zapata

Big Three
Cameron Iron
Cooper*
Helm. & Payne*
McDermott*
Santa Fe Intl.
Sedco
Smith Intl.*
Western Co. N.A.

Baker Intl.*
Dresser*
Halliburton*
Hughes Tool
Ocean Drilling
Schlumberger*

<$50

* Still traded.

<$100 <$200 <$500 <$1,000 <$2,000 >$2,000

Market Capitalization (Millions)
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Active Rig Count

U.S. Internationa!

5,000

4,000

Number Of Rigs
1,600

1,400

Number Of Rigs

600

400
81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96

Source: Baker Hughes.
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I Service Industry Recovery
(13 Oil Service Company Performances1)

Aggregate Results (Billions):
Revenues
Cash Flow3

Net Income
Cash Flow Less Cap.Ex.
Equity IVIarket Value

Cash Flow/Revenues

Revenues Per Rjg (Millions)

1981

$24.7
4.3
3.0
0.5

31.9

17%
12

1986

$14.6
0.9

(0.7)
(0.2)
15.5

6%

(5)

1990

$21.1
2.3
1.1
0.8

28.5

11%
5

$

21996

27.6
3.5
1.7
1.2

50.2

13%
6

$ 4.4 $ 6.5 $10.2 $16.0

1 Companies include Baker Hughes, Dresser, Global Marine, Halliburton, Nabors,
Production Operators, Reading & Bates, Rowan, Schlumberger, Smith, Tidewater,
Varco and Weatherford/Enterra.

2 TTM is trailing 12 months.
3 Cash flow is net income plus depreciation and amortization. SIMMONS & COMPANY

INTERNATIONAL



1996 Universe Of U.S.-Listed Public
Upstream Oil Service Companies

Post-1981 IPO, Spin-Off Or Major Reorganization = 54
1981 Survivor = 28

Ambar
Bettis
Dawson Geo.
ERC
IITC
Peerless*
Ponder
Seal Fleet*
Superior Energy
TMBR/Sharp
Tucker*
UTI
Venture Seismic

3-D Geophysical
Amer. Oilfield Divers
Computaiog
Corrpro
Dawson Production
Dl Industries*
Grant Geo
ICO
Key Energy
Maverick Tube
Patterson Energy
Petroleum Heli.*

Cliffs Drilling
Core Lab
Daniel Industries*
Digicon*
Dreco*
Drilex
GeoScience
GulfMark
Lufkin*
Numar
Pool
RPC
Stolt Comex
Trico Marine

Atwood*
Carbo Ceramics
Forasol-Foramer
Landmark
Lone Star
Marine Drilling
Oceaneering*
Offshore Logistics*
Parker Drilling*
Petrolite*
Pride
Production Ops.*
Seacor Holdings
Seite!
Tuboscope

BJ Services
Cameo*
Coflexip
Energy Ventures
Falcon
Global Industries
Pet. Geo-Services
Varco*

ENSCO
Cooper Cameron
Input/Output
J. Ray McDermott
McDermott*
Nabors Industries
Noble Drilling
Reading & Bates*
Rowan*
Smith*
Sonat Offshore
Weath./Enterra*

Schlumberger*
Baker Hughes*
Diamond Offshore
Dresser Industries*
Global Marine*
Halliburton*
Tidewater*
Western Atlas

<$50 <$100 <$200 <$500 <$1,000

Market Capitalization (Millions)

<$2,000 >$2,000

SIMMONS & COMPANY
INTERNATIONAL



International Spread Of Public
Oil Service Companies

Canada France UK
Akita
Alpine
Artisan
Bowridge
Canadian Fracmaster
CE Franklin
CHC Helicopter
Computaiog
Dreco
Enerflex
Enertec
Ensign
Flotek
Lynx
Mullen
Precision Driiiing
Prudential Steel
Ryan Energy Technologies
Shaw Industries
Solid Resources
Taro
Tesco
Trimac

Compagnie Generale de Geophysique SA
Compagnie Nationale de Navigation SA
Coflexip Stena Offshore
IHC Caland
Forasol-Foramer
Bouygues
Stolt Comex Seaway

Norway
Aker
Awilco
Det Sondenfjeldske
Farstad Shipping
Helikopter Service Group
Industriinvestor AS
Maritime Group
Smedvig
Transocean
Kvaerner
PGS

Ferrum Holdings PLC
International Tool & Supply PLC
North Sea Assets PLC
Powell Duffryn PLC
Ramco Energy PLC
OGC International PLC
Expro International Group PLC
Hall Engineering
Rotork
Oceanics
Weir Group

Other International
Fugro N.V. (Netherlands)
Far East Levingston (Singapore)
Sembawag Eng. (Singapore)
Century Drilling (Australia)
Ciough Engineering (Australia)
World GeoScience (Australia)
ABB (Switzerland)

SIMMONS & COMPANY
INTERNATIONAL



Consolidation Has Created Growth For Some
1987 1996

j Noble
| Drilling \
i $27 Million Revenues .
j $51 Million ATC2 \

GE
Rigs

I Bawder
] Drilling

Temple/
Chapman i Transworld

Submersibles

I Western
| Company
I Rigs

i • ' ',
1 > 3 1

/ J *> t • '
u j. — 3 ;
Ins

;

Triton ;
Engineering

Chiles

j

Noble Drilling3

• $480 Million Revenues
i $2,203 Million ATC2

Neddrill

Nabors
Industries

$32 Million Revenues
$57 Million ATC2

Loffland
Brothers

Sundowner
Offshore

Grace
Drilling
Assets

Exeter

Delta
Drilling

Nabors Industries
$631 Million Revenues

$1,544 Million ATC2

1 Pro forma for the acquisition of Neddrill and related financings
2 Adjusted total capitalization. SIMMONS & COMPANY
3 Prior to March 1989, Nabors Industries was formerly named Anglo Energy, Inc. INTERNATIONAL



Hydrocarbon Demand On The March
(Outside EE/Former Soviet Union)

100
Million BOE Per Day

85 87 89 91 93 Est. 95

85% Of World Demand

Million BOE Per Day

Est. 95
85% Of World Demand

1983-1995

60

55

50
I

45

Million BOE Per Day

40

j 1.73% CAGR

83 85 87 89 91

OECD

93 Est. 95

1991 -1995

60

58

56

54

52

Million BOE Per Day

50

I 2.24% CAGR '

91 93

OECD

Million BOE Per Day

85 87 89 91 93 Est. 95

Developing Countries

Million BOE Per Day

20
Est. 95 91 Est. 95

Developing Countries

SIMMONS & COMPANY
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Sample Of Per Capita Hydrocarbon Demand
• • -. - - - • - — . . . . . . . . . . - . . . .„• -..„ „. . .„,—^. . , . , .

Guzzler Countries
USA

1 Canada
I Netherlands
\ Japan

UK

Low But Rapidly Growing
South Korea
Malaysia
Thailand

Pygmy Consumers
! Indonesia
i China
j India

1985

36.8
34.1
32.0
15.6
16.4

4.7
6.6
2.2

1.6
0.7
0.5

1990

37.9
37.9
33.7
18.4
17.2

9.2
8.3
3.5

2.1
0.8
0.6

1994

38.6
38.7
34.9
20.0
18.7

16.2
10.6
4.9

2.5 j
1.0
0.7

SIMMONS & COMPANY
INTERNATIONAL



Hydrocarbon Demand Model

Sector

OECD

Developing Countries

FSU/EE

Total

Added Call On Supply

1991 -1995
Demand
Growth

F 2.24%

5.53%

N/A

—f

1995
Base

59.0

31.0

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

60.3

32.7

61.7

.5

63.1

36.4

64.5

38.4

65.9

40.6

15.0

105.0

15.

108.

0

0

15

111

.0

.2

15

114

.0

.5

15.

117.

0

9

15.0

121.5

16.5

Source: !EA For 1991 -1995 Demand Growth and 1995 Base SCI Calculator for out year model.

SIMMONS & COMPANY
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Hydrocarbon: Impact Of New Demand
And Replacing Depleting Base

Worldwide
Depletion

Rate

1%

3%

5%

16.7

16.5

New Daily
Additions

21.8MMBOBDay

31.3MIVJBOE/Day

40.3 MMBOE/Day

SIMMONS & COMPANY
INTERNATIONAL



1997 To 2002

New Wells

0
0/
/o 10%0 90%

SIMMONS & COMPANY
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The Oil Service Bubble Evaporates
Worldwide Seismic

Crew Availability1
Worldwide Mobile

Offshore Rigs2

Available
12%

Working
94% Contracted

88%

Gulf Of Mexico
Supply Vessel Fleet4

Gulf Of Mexico
Workover Rig Fleet3

Contracted
100%

Available
15%

Contracted
85%

Source: World Geophysical News, March 1996.
Source: Offshore Data Services, May 31,1996. Includes only competitive rigs.
Source: Offshore Data Services, May 31,1996. Includes jackup workover rigs.
Source: Offshore Data Services, May 31,1996. Includes 180 foot workboats.
Excludes boats drydocked for routine maintenance.

SIMMONS & COMPANY
INTERNATIONAL



Riqs1

Semisubmersibles

Jackups

Pre-1975

41

53

Year Constructed

1976-1980 1981-1985

34 51

112 196

1986+

17

23

Total

143

384

Percent
Built Before

1980

52%

43%

Supply Vessels2

American Bureau Of
Shipping Data 261 415 503 194 1,373 49%

1 Source: Offshore Data Services.
2 Includes both U.S. and foreign vessels registered with the American

Bureau of Shipping, but is not a total count of supply vessels worldwide. SIMMONS & COMPANY
INTERNATIONAL



Illustration Of Replacement Economics:
Capital Needs And Cost Of Capital

250' GOM Independent Leg Cantilever Jackup

Asset Cost

Average Dayrate

Annual Utilization Rate

Annual Rig Revenues

Annual Rig Cash Flow

Current1

$22.0 MM

$25.0 K

100%

$ 9.1 MM

$ 4.4 MM

Replacement2

$55.0 MM

$41.3 K

95%

$14.3 MM

$ 9.6 MM

Percent
Change

+150%

+ 65%

- 5%

+ 57%

+118%

% Return On Investment 23% 20%

1 $13,000 daily cash operating costs.
2 95% utilization, 25-year life, 3% inflationary growth and a required 20% pretax cash

return on investment.
SIMMONS & COMPANY

INTERNATIONAL



(Dollar amounts in billions)

Aggregate Industry Results:

Cash Flow

Net Income

TTM
1996

$48.0

5.9

2.4

+10% Activity &
+15% Pricing1

$60.7

11.7

8.2

Percent
Change

27%

99%

240%

1 Assumes 10% activity improvement, 15% pricing improvement and 5% SG&A expense
growth over TTM 1996. Incremental EBDIT is taxed at 35% rate.

2 Universe of 76 public upstream oil service companies.

SIMMONS & COMPANY
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New Era Management Challenges

• People Shortages

• Balancing Asset Growth With Financial Conservation

• Timing Of Expansion

• Risk Of Doing Too Little

• Accelerating Technology Advances

• Furthering Strategic Alliances

SIMMONS & COMPANY
INTERNATIONAL


